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NEW FIELD RULES - APRIL 6, 2010
UPCOMING EVENTS:

NEXT MEETING — 5/4/2010

CLUB CONTACTS:
SCRC Runway embedded within the Centre Airpark Runway

As of our April meeting there are new
field rules in effect. It appears that local
concerns for noise and safety have
prompted the airport owner to appoint a
representative to implement and manage
new flying rules for the club at our current
flying field. As you all know we share the
airport with full scale aircraft operations
as well as other sport aviation endeavors
and our club safety procedures have always been paramount while enjoying our
flying privileges at an active airport. First
and foremost know that all flying privi-

leges to all members of the club are revoked until such time that you are able to
present your club membership card, your
AMA membership card, and you complete a demonstration flight for an approved observer to verify competency to
AMA and field management standards.
This simple step will help management
verify that flyers are in fact a member of
the club and posses the skills necessary to
operate safely at the field.
Please complete your flight check as soon
as possible.
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Indoor Flying

Inside this issue:

Ron Masterfully zips around the courts in the crowded airspace

On April 17th, the club met again at the
Our Lady of Victory indoor courts for an
evening of fun and flying. The “skies”

were a bit crowded with as many as 8 to
10 craft up at the same time.
Continued on page 2
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Indoor Flying - continued

S
Sandy & AJ — Burning up the watts.

One method of navigating the space seemed to be the heli-hover.
This allowed the operator to simply stop in mid-air as a see-andavoid tactic. The only issue then is that you become somewhat of a
stationary “target” for the jet pilot who only has time to focus on
his or her own craft. There is certainly a bit of “big-sky little-plane”
theory in it all. I am happy to report however that there was only
minimal damage from the occasional mid-air. Overall safety was at
the forefront and we all had a great time. As seen in the photo
above, there does not appear to be any RF issue with transmitters
being within 1 foot of each other. The only confusion happening
there was trying to decide which person was flying which vehicle. I
wonder if we could get Sandy and AJ to give an inflight demo of
aerial refueling? Nice flying guys…

SCRCGC
urprise appearance:

To round out the evening the club received support from a
few members of the State College Radio Control Glee Club.
As proud supporters of our mission “live to fly - fly to live”, the
gang watched on in amazement as we all flew and chased each other
through the air. There were also plenty of opportunities for those
interested to try their hand at free flight as well as some hand-overhand helicopter demos. The kids absolutely loved the opportunity
as well as the sights. Whether the support stems from a love of
aviation, support of a spouse, or as Leah says it’s a club where “you
don’t have to wear any strange costumes or funny hats”, personally,
I am glad for the support and happy to see kids excited about the
wonder of flight.
I have been involved in aviation for just over 20 years now and the
progress in technology and avionics has been astronomical, literally.
Creating opportunities for kids to participate in the sport will likely
aid in continuing the trend of progress in both model and full scale
aviation endeavors.
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Indoor Flying (continued)
Models must be
electric or rubber
powered, or of any
similar quiet means
of propulsion.
Aircraft shall
have a maximum
wing length of 36
inches with a 12
once weight limit.

Zach shows the crowd how it’s done

As proud
supporters of
our mission “live
to fly - fly to
live”, the gang
watched on in
amazement as we
all flew and
chased each
other through
the air

Supporters look on at the SCRC Indoor Fly
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Builders Corner — Featuring Ron Lueth Builds

Ron’s Latest Builds
Purple and White

Orange / Yellow / White

Hanger 9 Twist 40, had been broken in half at the cockpit and repaired, fuel soaked and the H-Stab was supported by a CF tube that
been stuck through and epoxy applied, to the covering. Wing had
damage on the underside.

Big Edge 540T EPP Foam designed by Dave Royds <UK> Plans
published in the RCM&E Mag

Electric Conversion
48’ WS
Dualsky 4250 Brushless Motor
Turnigy Plush 60 amp ESC
Rhino 5S3000 Lipo
Bluebird 708 High-speed Tail Servos
Turnigy 16 gram metal gear servos for the Ailerons
Corona 8 channel Dual Conversion Synth FM RX
13X4 APC Look-a-Like Prop
AUW 4.5 Lbs

56’ WS <removable Wings on CF Tubes>
Extreme Flight Torque 2818T 900 Brushless Motor
Extreme Flight Airboss 45 Amp ESC
Corona 4 channel Synth FM RX
16 gram Turnigy Servos <Metal Gear on Elevator>
Rhino 3S2250 25C Lipo
13X4 APC Look-a-Like Prop
AUW 2.6 Lbs
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Builders Corner (continued)
Monokote Graphics
Check out the
Check out the awesome monokote
graphics hand cut by Ron the cool hand
Lueth.
Ron assures me that his method is easy
with a bit of practice. If you are interested, please ask Ron for suggestions on
your next graphics project if you wish to
use Monokote film for the task. Looking
at this image I would say he is the man to
talk too.

awesome
monokote
graphics hand
cut by Ron the
cool hand
Lueth.

Nice Work Ron

Feature your
latest projects in
the newsletter
builders corner.
We would like to
see your progress
and how you
overcome some of
the typical
pitfalls so others
can learn from

Just finished last week
waiting for a good day.
Old School Hobby Lobby Jack Knife
ARF, picked up on RCG NIB. Looks like
it was made for an 049 motor.
Eflite Park 400 920Kv <took my

Gentle Lady Glider Vertical at 27oz>
3S750 Rhino
Futaba micro 6 ch R156
3 Hitec micro and one Futaba.
Scorpion 15 amp ESC.
16.6 oz AUW.

your input.
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Builders Corner (continued)

project comes

CAP CORNER

to completion

Well, The project is complete at last. Jon’s Giant
Scale Eagle 580 from
Great planes is completed
and ready for its first
flight. There were many
issues along the way that
will be outlined in a future edition along with
the resolution to each.

and is ready for
flight

The initial
ground run
yielded engine
temperatures
that were 50
degrees cooler
than without the
cowl flap.

The final issue to overcome was
one of engine temperatures and
proper cooling for the tightly
cowled engine. As seen in the
picture to the right, A small stationary cowl flap was fabricated
from aluminum and fixed to the
fiberglass cowl.
The initial
ground run yielded engine temperature that were 50 degrees
cooler than without the cowl
flap.

TWIN CAPS
By: Jon Guizar

Pictured to the left are the TWIN
CAPS. The 046 size is the first gen
version from Great Planes and the
100cc version is the 2nd generation
from Great Planes.
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From the Editor
Welcome to the May edition of
our newsletter. While there is
much to report on in this issue I
want to begin by offering an
apology to our members for
two missed editions of FliteLines. I was not able to be
involved for the past months
due to a family emergency and would like to recognize Rob and a few others for checking up on me
during that time. I would also like to say thank
you for the warm welcome back into the action. I
have always believed that our actions in the face of
adversity is what defines our character and I do
appreciate those that offered kind words and understanding with not a single complaint.
The club also faces adversity this month as the
news of new rules at our flying field and a relatively
close vote on how best to move forward from this
point all come before us.
As you know from attending our last meeting or
reading the meeting report, all members must now
demonstrate a level of proficiency prior to flying at

Meeting Minute Highlights

T

reasurer:

Al Jones informed us that we now have 38
paid members. Al stated that we now have
sufficient operating funds for the 2010 season. The
Treasurers report was approved.

O
N

ld Business:
No Old Business was discussed at this
meeting.

ew Business:
Ron Lueth prepared a slide show analyzing the risks of the new relationship between SCRC and Centre Air Park Management.
His presentation outlined the potential positive
and negative impacts of continuing the relationship. Ron expanded on the details of each new
rule and touched on the history of how these
changes came about and advised that Bob is stressing “common sense”. After much debate a motion carried with a split vote to accept the field
terms/rules presented to the club and continue to

the field. To look at this in a positive light… it is a
chance to fly with a spotter and practice the skills
that we should all practice regularly anyway. If you
are like me and haven’t flown for over a year then
you might need to fly with an experienced “helper”
for a while...BIG DEAL. This just promotes more
camaraderie in a sport that we love. Also, If you
are a pro-flyer this will be a fun opportunity to
show off your skills like a dead stick landing complete with dead stick taxi to the flight line—Bob
Hoover Style. If you think you don’t need any
help and that nobody should be checking your skill
level or that you are the safest pilot in the club or
that this process somehow should not apply to you
then you are probably the reason these rules are
being implemented. Try hard to check your ego at
the pits and just do it — Have some FUN.
As a full scale pilot this is an FAA mandatory procedure every two years and for insurance it is done
annually or my policy is void.
As Always, BE SAFE and
Happy Flying,

If you think you
don’t need any help
and that nobody
should be checking
your skill level or
that you are the
safest pilot in the
club or that this
process somehow
should not apply
to you then you are
probably the
reason these rules
are being
implemented

(condensed version of Daryl Allen’s April report)

fly at the field. Additional discussion concerning
the new rules and implementation of those rules
ensued before a motion carried to post the new
field rules on the web-site and at the field to supersede any conflicting SCRC rule for flying at the
Centre Airpark field.
Al Jones has raffle tickets to support the US C/L
Scale Team’s trip to Poland for competition. Top
prizes include a Fuataba 2.4 GHz radio system and
a choice of a WWI Model kit from Balsa USA.
Tickets are $5.00 each or three for $10.00. Please
contact Al if you are interested.
The meeting was adjourned.
A 50/50 drawing was held with $19.00 in tickets
sold. Jon Guizar won the drawing and donated his
winnings back to the club.

Complete Meeting Minutes are on the Web.
http://www.scrc-club.com

After much
debate a motion
carried with a
split vote to
accept the field
terms/rules
presented to the
club
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Our club welcomes and encourages all submissions to our newsletter. Please send your articles,
artwork, photography, editorials, equipment evaluations, trip reports, and other
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upcoming issues.
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Giant Scale
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